Instructions for Get Well Card with Daffodil on Front (Card 5 with video on Facebook)
1. Assemble your cardstock and cut according to measurements on supply list. Take the Daffodil Delight
piece that is 5 ½” x 8 ½” and score at 4 ¼” if you haven’t already done that. Fold on score line and
burnish on fold with bone folder. This is your card base.
2. Stamp the 2” x 2” piece of Whisper White with the sentiment ‘Hope You Feel Better Real Soon’ from
the Humming Along Set.
3. Stamp the 2 ½” x 3 ¾” piece of thick Wisper White with the flower image from the Humming Along set.
4. Stamp the 4” x 5 ¼” piece of Whisper White with the sentiment ‘Wishing you a quick and complete
recovery’ from the Healing Hugs stamp set. Also stamp the little flower image from this set in the
lower right corner of the same piece of Wisper White cardstock.
5. Next use the Stampin Blends to color your flower that is to go on the front of your card, as well as the
little image that will go on the inside of your card. When coloring your flower use the Light Daffodil
Delight to go over the entire bloom first, then add a little of the Dark Daffodil Delight to the center
lifting your marker to lighten as you sweep out away from the flower center. Then you may want to go
back with the Light Daffodil Delight and blend the two colors together. Remember use a light touch
when using the blends.
6. Next use your largest rectangle stitched die to cut out your designer series paper piece from the
Tropical Escape pack. Make sure you cut it so your lines in the pattern are vertical. Use the 2 5/8” x 4”
rectangle stitched die to cut the Daffodil Delight piece to layer on the front. The embossing piece from
the Stitched Label set will fit inside the 2 5/8” x 4” rectangle stitched die so you can run both through
the Big Shot at one time if you choose to or you can emboss the piece after you cut it. Cut the
scalloped layer of Daffodil Delight from the smaller piece. Take the round die from the Stitched Labels
set and position over the sentiment ‘Hope You Feel Better Real Soon’. Now run it through the Big Shot.
Lastly cut your flower out with the die from the Humming Along set.
7. Now it is time to assemble the card. Glue the embossed piece of Daffodil Delight that measures 2 5/8”
x 4” to the upper right corner of the designer series paper with the vertical green lines. Next take this
piece and glue to the card base making sure you leave an even border of daffodil delight showing.
8. Take your flower image and adhere Stampin Dimensionals to the back of it. Remove protective
covering from the Stampin Dimensionals then place your flower near the upper right corner of the
embossed piece trying to leave some of the embossing showing.
9. Glue the sentiment to the scalloped daffodil delight circle. Now put Stampin Dimensionals on the back
of the unit. Position the sentiment piece over the lower part of the flower stem.
10. Glue the 4” x 5 ¼” stamped Whisper White piece inside of the card to the card base with liquid glue.
11. Lastly tie your bow from the Wisper White 3/8” Classic Weave Ribbon and use glue dots to adhere to
the flower just below the bloom on the stem.
Now you have a beautiful bright card that should lift anyone spirits that does not feel well!

